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Abstract. This paper presents a multiagent-based approach of an evo-
lutionary and spatial version of the Ultimatum Game interpreted as
Game of Social Exchange Process, where the agents organized in a com-
plex network evolve their exchange strategies considering their possibly
different social preferences. We analyze the possibility of the emergence
of the equilibrium/fairness behavior when the agents, trying to maxi-
mize their social preference-based utility functions, increase the number
of successful interactions. We consider a incomplete information game,
since the agents do not have information about the other agents’ ex-
change strategies. For the strategy learning process, a genetic algorithm
is used, where the agents aiming at the self-regulation of the exchanges
allowed by the game, balance individual and collective goals expressed by
their social preferences. We also analyze a second type of scenario, con-
sidering an influence politics, when the average of the offer and reserve
values of all agents adopting the same social preference form becomes
public in a single simulation step, and the agents of the same network,
been influenced by that, imitate those values. At the same time, the net-
work topology is modified, representing some kind of mobility, in order
to analyze if the results are dependent on the neighborhood. The model
was implemented in NetLogo.

Key words: Social Preference-based MAS, Evolutionary Spatial Games,
Social Exchange Strategies
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1 Introduction

Social relationships are often described as social exchanges [1]. A fundamen-
tal problem that has been extensively discussed in the literature is that of the
regulation of such exchanges, in order to allow the emergence of equilibrated
exchanges along the time, producing social equilibrium [2] and/or fairness be-
haviour/equilibrium [3]. In particular, this is a difficult problem when the agents
have incomplete information on the other agents’ exchange strategies, specifically
if the agents may possess varying social preferences [4–7].

Different aspects related to social exchanges in Multiagent Systems (MAS)
have been studied in the literature, as, e.g. in [3, 8–11]. In our previous works
(e.g, [4, 5, 12–14]), we have developed different models for the social exchange
regulation problem, introducing hybrid agent models based on the BDI (Beliefs,
Desires, Intentions) architecture [15], POMDPs (Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process [16]) and Hidden Markov Models [17], in the line of the works
of Simari and Parsons [18] and other authors [19–21].

In the present work, we give a step towards the self-regulation of social
exchanges, by considering an agent society organized in a complex network
(namely, Small World Network [22]), with agents evolving their exchange strate-
gies considering their possibly different social preferences. We take the special
kind of interaction described by the evolutionary spatial ultimatum game dis-
cussed by Xianyu [6] in order to analyze the evolution of the agents’ exchange
strategies along the time and the influence of their different social preferences
on the emergence of the equilibrium/fairness behavior and in the number of
successful interactions.

A small set of social preferences is adopted: (a) agents possessing fairness
considerations, which prescribe the least offer they wish to accept; (b) agents
caring about other agents’ benefits, expressing inequity aversion preference; (c)
agents caring about the overall social welfare other than its own benefits; and
(d) agents caring only about their own benefits.

We consider a incomplete information game, since the agents do not have
information about the other agents’ exchange strategies, that is, agents cannot
simply imitate the best strategy of their neighboring agents. So, any agent has to
learn the best strategy it should adopt in its interactions with the other agents of
its network in order to increase its utility value, which is calculated by a utility
function that considers the agent’s social preference.

We use a genetic algorithm [23] for the agent learning process. By improving
their exchange strategies according to their social preference [6, 24], the agents
may perform more equilibrated/fairness interactions, and the number of success-
fully performed exchanges may also increase. We also analyze the influence of
the strategy adopted by the average of the agents adopting the same social pref-
erence form on the evolution of the agents’ strategies in the same network, when
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such strategy becomes public. The influence of modifications on the network
topology is also studied. The model was implemented in NetLogo 4.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly discuss the modeling
of social exchanges adopted in our work. In Sect. 3 we explain the evolutive
spatial approach of the ultimatum game, discussion our interpretation as a game
of exchange process. The proposed model is introduced in Sect. 4. Section 5
presents and discuss the simulation results. Section 6 is the Conclusion.

2 The Modelling of Social Exchanges

In Piaget’s Theory of Social Exchanges [2], social interactions are seen as ser-
vice exchanges between pairs of agents, together with the evaluation of those
exchanges by the agents themselves, generating material values (the investment
value for performing a service or the satisfaction value for receiving it) and
virtual values (debts and credits, which help to keep record of incomplete ex-
change processes). The agents may possess different social exchange strategies,
when offering services or requesting servires from each other, as studied in [5,
13]. A society is said to be in equilibrium if the balances of the exchange values
are equilibrated for the successive exchanges occurring between strategy-based
agents along the time.

Given an ongoing interaction, the agents may choose to focus their attention
either on the material results or in the virtual results, in order to analyze that
interaction. As discussed in [5], material results are important because they
report the concrete results obtained from the ongoing interaction at each of its
steps, and constitute, thus, the main aspect to qualify such interaction. Virtual
results, on the other hand, may be combined with complementary information
(like trust and reputation of partner agents) to qualify the possible evolution
of the interaction, allowing the agents to make decisions about their ways of
participation or non-participation in the future steps of the interaction.

Although it is clear that short-term and long-term aspects of a social inter-
action are strongly interrelated, for the purpose of this study we make here a
tentative separation between them. So, in this paper, the material results that
agents can obtain in social exchange processes are considered to be the main
information that agents should gather in order to distinguish different social ex-
change strategies to be adopted by the agents concerning the short-term aspects
of the interaction.

3 The Ultimatum Game as a Game of Exchanges

In the standard ultimatum game [25], two players are asked to divide a specific
amount of money. The first player, called the proposer agent, suggests a way
to split the money. If the suggestion is accepted by the other player, called the

4 The algorithm is available for download at http://minerva.ufpel.edu.br/

~marilton/KiesowMASmodel
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responder agent, the money is shared accordingly. If, however, the suggestion is
rejected, both agents get nothing.

As discussed in the previous section, social exchanges between agents consider
the material evaluation of the exchanges by the agents involved in the interaction.
Then, considering such economy of material values, in this paper, we interpret
the agent interaction described by the ultimatum game as a special kind of
exchange process, where the way of splitting the money is the offering made
by the proposer agent, which may be accepted or not by the responder agent.
If the offer is accepted, then an exchange stage happens, and both agents may
evaluate their benefits. However, if the offer is rejected, then the interaction does
not happen, and both agents get no benefit from it.

According to the game theory [26], the Nash equilibrium of the ultimatum
game happens when the proposer agent makes the least possible offering to the
responder agent, which, in its turn, accepts such offer. In a spatial version of the
ultimatum game, this solution is valid for all agents [6, 27].

However, a large amount of practical experiments on the ultimatum game
have showed that the responder, in most cases, rejects the offer if it believes
that the proposal is unfair (see, e.g., [27–34]). Also, whenever the game is played
several times, the offers tend to be more equilibrated, since the responder agent
may reject bad offers intending to obtain better proposals in the future [27].
Other factor that may cause some influence on the game is the structure of the
network [6, 35, 36].

Then, in particular, Xianyu [6] analyzed the evolution of the spatial ultima-
tum game in a large agent society with agents placed in a complex network,
playing the game repeatedly. In Xianyu’s model, some agents of the society
display the same social preference, and the effects on the evolution of the ulti-
matum game in a complex network are studied, considering that the agents have
incomplete information about the other agents’ strategies.

In the present work, we extend the study presented by the Xianyu’s ulti-
matum game model, by interpreting it as a evolutive spatial exchange game of
incomplete information, and analyzing the role of different agent social prefer-
ences in the emergence of equilibrated/fairness exchanges. Considering incom-
plete information, the agents do not know the other agents’ exchange strategies
except for the offers it can receive. Also, when the proposer’s offer is rejected, the
proposer agent does not obtain the exact information on its partner’s minimal
acceptable offer.

4 The Proposed Model

The proposed model, inspired by [6], consists of a set of n social preference-based
agents, organized in a complex network, namely, a Watts-Strogatz (WS) small
world network [22], which defines the neighborhood for each agent in the system.
In each simulation step, each agent interacts with the other agents in its own
neighborhood, performing a exchange game separately with all its neighboring
agents. In every exchange step, the single ultimatum game between two directly
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linked agents is played twice, while agents alternate between the roles of proposer
and responder.

To each agent i is assigned an exchange strategy given by an ordered pair of
real numbers (oi, ri) ∈ [0; 1], where oi is the value associated to the offer made
by the agent i when playing the role of a proposer, and ri is the reserve level or
the least value that the agent i accepts when it is a responder. In a two-agent
ultimatum game, the total sum allotted is equal to 1.

In each simulation step, each agent i evaluates its exchange results, analyzing
them via utility functions related to the social preference adopted by the agent.
Then, the offer value oi and the reserve value ri are adjusted in order to maximize
such utility function. However, as discussed in the previous sections, the agent i
possesses no exact information on the reserve level of the other agents. To model
the adaptive learning behavior under this situation, we implemented a genetic
algorithm using the software NetLogo.

The Payoff Function. Whenever an agent i with exchange strategy (oi, ri)
interacts with an agent j with exchange strategy (oj , rj), the payoff the agent i
obtains in this interaction is evaluated by the function pij : [0, 1]× [0, 1]→ [0, 1],
defined by

pij(oi, oj) =


1− oi + oj if oi ≥ rj and oj ≥ ri
1− oi if oi ≥ rj and oj < ri
oj if oi < rj and oj ≥ ri
0 if oi < rj and oj < ri

(1)

which considers two exchange steps between the agents i and j. Observe that the
maximal reward that the two interacting agents i and j are allowed to receive
happens when the agent i, when playing the role of a proposer, performs an
offer oi greater or equal to the reserve value rj of the responder agent j, and,
the agent j, in its turn as a proposer, makes an offer oj greater or equal to the
reserve value ri of the responder agent i. Then, in this case, the agent i receives
pij(oi, oj) = 1 − oi + oj , whereas the agent j receives pji(oj , oi) = 1 − oj + oi,
representing the balance of material exchange values locally associated to this
exchange stage. The other cases considered in Eq. (1) are interpreted analogously.

The total payoff received by each agent is calculated after each agent has
performed the two exchange steps with his entire neighborhood of agents.

Social Preference-based Utility Functions. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xm} be
the payoff allocation of a neighborhood of m agents. The agents exhibit the social
preference feature, which is considered in the definition of the utility functions,
representing the agents’ material results. The modeling of the utility function Ui

of an agent i, inspired by [6, 37, 38], may assume one of four forms encompassed
by its general definition:
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Ui(X) = xi+wi

∑
j 6=i

xj−
ai

(m− 1)

∑
j 6=i

max(xj−xi, 0)− bi
(m− 1)

∑
j 6=i

max(xi−xj , 0),

(2)
where xi is the material payoff of agent i, xj is the material payoff of an agent

j who is the neighbor of agent i, ai is the weight that represents the degree of
sufferance when the payoff of the agent i is less than of its neighboring agents’
(envy), bi is the weight that represents the degree of sufferance when the payoff
of the agent i is higher than of its neighboring agents’ (guilt), and wi is the
weight that the agent i places on the social welfare of its neighboring agents.

The four different agents’ social preferences are then modeled as:

(i) Agents caring about the other agents’ benefits, expressing inequity aversion
preference, states wi = 0 in Eq. (2), and larger the weights ai and bi, higher
their sufferance on non-equilibrated exchange results;

(ii) Agents possessing fairness considerations, which prescribe the least offer ma
they wish to accept, adopt Eq. (2), but may consider very small values for
the weights ai, bi and wi;

(iii) Agents caring about the overall social welfare (more than its own benefits)
consider 0 < wi ≤ 1 in Eq. (2), and larger the weight wi, higher their
concerns about the overall social welfare;

(iv) Agents caring only about their own benefits are rational according to game
theory, and then they state ai = bi = wi = 0 in Eq. (2).

The Genetic Algorithm for the Agent Exchange Strategy Evolution.
Each agent is defined by a chromosome, which is the data structure representing
a possible solution, codified with 14 genes of type

[g0
i , . . . , g

13
i ], (3)

encompassing the agent’s social preference, its exchange strategy, and the way
the agent evolves its exchange strategy:

– g0
i is the actual offer value oi performed by the agent i when playing the role

of a proposer;
– g1

i is the actual reserve value ri of the agent i when playing the role of a
responder;

– g2
i is the degree of sufferance ai of the agent i, when its payoff is less than

of its neighboring agents’ (envy);
– g3

i is the degree of sufferance bi of the agent i, when its payoff is higher than
of its neighboring agents’ (guilt);

– g4
i is the weight wi that the agent i places on the social welfare of its neigh-

boring agents;
– g5

i , . . . , g
13
i are the elements of the probability vector that adjust the agent’s

exchange strategy after each simulation cycle.
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The probability vector [g5
i , . . . , g

13
i ], where g5

i = p0
i , . . . , g

13
i = p8

i , indicates
the nine possible alternatives for modifying the exchange strategy (oi, ri), after
the analysis of the utility function adopted by the agent i:

– p0
i is the probability that the agent i increases both oi and ri (by a certain

exogenously specified adjustment step);
– p1

i is the probability that the agent i increases oi and decrease ri;
– p2

i is the probability that the agent i decreases both oi and ri;
– p3

i is the probability that the agent i decreases oi and increases ri;
– p4

i is the probability that the agent i increases oi and ri remains unchanged;
– p5

i is the probability that the agent i decreases oi and ri remains unchanged;
– p6

i is the probability that the agent i increases ri and oi remains unchanged;
– p7

i is the probability that the agent i decreases ri and oi remains unchanged;
– p8

i is the probability that both oi and ri remain unchanged.

The agent i chooses an alternative from the corresponding probability vector
based on the generated random number in the interval [0, 1]. Then, the agent i
plays with its neighboring agents, adjusting the values of ri and oi accordingly,
based on its utility function. If the strategy under the current state provides
the agent i with more or less benefit than the last simulation step, the agent i
updates the probability vector to reflect the benefit difference. That is, the agent
i increases the probability for the just chosen alternative if its utility is larger
than the previous one. However, if the strategy under the current state provides
the agent i with less benefit than the last simulation step, the agent i decreases
the probability just chosen in the probability vector. To ensure that the sum of
the probability vector is equal to 1, other elements in the probability vector are
likewise be modified at the same time. Otherwise, the agent i does not change
its probability vector.

The probability adjustment step fp determines on which extent the probabil-
ities of the probability vector are increased or decreased. Similarly, the strategy
adjustment step fs determines on which extent the the values oi e ri are increased
or decreased.

Therefore, in the present model, the exchange strategies of each agent evolves
accordingly and the agents are induced to pursuit of maximum benefit through
the genetic algorithm-based learning in a simulation process. The evolving pro-
cess and agents’ strategy distribution in this process are analyzed in next section.

5 Analysis of Simulation Results

The simulation is carried out on a WS small world network with 400 heteroge-
neous agents, implemented in Netlogo. Besides the exchanges among the agents
of the same neighborhood (or subnetwork), the leaders of each subnetwork also
interact with each other, characterizing the exchanges among all subnetworks.

During the simulations, the effect of the combined social preference forms on
the evolution of the agent strategies and exchange process is analyzed, different
from [6], where the social preferences forms were analyzed separately. For the
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simulations, the parameters set of the model are varied, in order to study their
influence on the model. In each simulation, the initial values oi and ri are chosen
randomly.

Different from [6], where the considered fixed number of simulation steps does
not lead to a final resulting exchange strategy, for our analysis each simulation is
performed with 2000 simulation cycles, which is sufficient to guarantee that the
agents’ utilities are no longer improved. For each parameter set, we performed
30 simulations and two simulation scenarios are considered.

Scenario 1. In the first scenario, the agents learn their strategies based only in
the analysis of their utility functions. The parameter set used in the simulations
is presented in Table 1. The considered adjustment steps are fp = ±5% (for
probabilities) and fs = 25% (for offer and reserve values).

Table 1. Parameter set of the social preference-based agents for the Scenario 1

Social preference form % of agents ma* a b w

Inequity aversion 25 0 0.5 0.5 0
Fairness considerations 25 {0.2, 0.4} 0.2 0.2 0
Social welfare 25 0 0.2 0.2 {0.2, 0.5, 0.9}
Rationality 25 0 0 0 0

ma*: the least offer the agent wishes to accept

Figures 1, 2 and 3 present an example of the simulations carried out in Sce-
nario 1. In every simulation, after a small number of cycles (Netlogo ticks), both
the offer and reserve values are stabilized (see Fig. 1). The number of success-
fully performed exchange steps also stabilized (see Fig. 2), and, consequently,
the agents’ utilities are no longer improved (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 1. The average of the offer and reserve values

Analyzing the average results in 30 simulations of each parameter set of Ta-
ble 1, we observed that, when considering the same value of social welfare weight
w, the high increasing of the minimal acceptable reserve value influences directly
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Fig. 2. The average of the successfully performed exchange steps

Fig. 3. The average of the utilities values

in the number of successfully performed exchange steps, and, consequently, the
utility of the population decreases.

Then, it is possible to observe that the agents, independently of the adopted
social preference form, increase their offers in order to compensate their damages
for non successful exchanges. The agents of the social welfare preference present
the lowest offers. The other agents have some minor differences in the offer level
whatever the constraint of ma or w parameters. The bigger the ma value, the
higher the offer.

In terms of reserve level, the agents with fairness considerations had their final
reserve level close to the minimal acceptable reserve value. The rational agents
always had the lowest reserve level fulfilling the role of rationality because always
when responders accept any value looking for the best payoff performance. The
social welfare agents showed a constant behaviour of their value of reserves, but
as increases the value of w is the highest level of the reserve.

Agents with social welfare had an identical utility level to the other agents
in the situations where w = 0.2 and ma = {0.2, 0.4}, but an inferior level where
w = {0.5, 0.9} and ma = {0.2, 0.4}. Fairness agents had a drop in the utility as
ma increased and rational agents had the higher levels of utility compared to
agents with inequity aversion.

In an overview of the utilities and the number of exchanges, the population
generally decreases the amount of successful trading and therefore has less utility
for each case of increased w and ma values.
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Because of this state of system stabilization, we create a second scenario for
the simulation and verification of offer and reserve policies.

Scenario 2. In the second scenario, at each 500 simulation cycles, we consider an
influence politics, where the average of the offer and reserve values of all agents
adopting the same social preference form becomes public, and so the agents
are influenced by that, imitating those values. At the same time, the network
topology is modified, representing some kind of mobility, in order to analyze if
the results are dependent on the neighborhood. The considered adjustment steps
are fp = ±5% (for probabilities) e fs = ±25% (for offer and reserve values). The
parameter set considered in the simulations is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameter sets of the social preference-based agents for the Scenario 2

Social preference form % of agents ma* a b w

Inequity aversion 25 0 0.5 0.5 0
Fairness considerations 25 0.2– 0.5 0.2 0.2 0
Social welfare 25 0 0.2 0.2 {0.2, 0.5, 0.9}
Rationality 25 0 0 0 0

ma*: the least offer the agent wishes to accept

We analyzed the behavior of the averages of the offer (Figures 4(a), 5(a)
and 6(a)), reserve (Figures 4(b), 5(b) and 6(b)) and utility (Figures 4(c), 5(c)
and 6(c)) values, according to the parameters ma and w presented in Table 2,
in 30 simulations. Figures 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c), correspond to the analysis of
the averages of the offer, reserve and utility levels for w = 0.2, respectively.
Figures 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) correspond to the analysis of the averages of the offer,
reserve and utility levels for w = 0.5, respectively. The analysis corresponding
to w = 0.9 are shown in Figures 6(a), 6(b) and 6(c), accordingly.

For w = 0.2, as the value of ma increases also does the agents’ offer levels,
except for ma = 0.5, when it was observed that the offer level decreased consid-
erably. The agents with social welfare preference present the least average offer
level, in comparison with the other forms of social preference, and an analogous
behavior is observed for their average reserve level. Notice that the agents with
fairness consideration present their reserve level limited by the restriction of the
minimal acceptable offer value (ma). On the other hand, the purely rational
agents have the least average reserve level. Considering the averages of utility
values, we observed that higher the value of ma, lower the agents’ utility, since
the number of non successful performed exchange steps increases. Consequently,
the agents with fairness consideration present the least average utility level, in
comparison with the other social preferences.

For w = 0.5, the average offer levels present analogous behavior of the case
discussed in the previous paragraph. Observe that the offer level of the agents
with social welfare preference remains almost the same, and consist the lowest
offer level. In this case, the behavior of the average reserve levels are analogous to
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Offer, reserve and utility behaviour with ma = {0.2− 0.5} and w = 0.2

the case discussed in the previous paragraph, with the rational agents presenting
the least average reserve level. However, the average reserve level of the agents
with social welfare preference appears with higher values in comparison with the
other social preference forms. When analyzing the average of utility values, we
observe that the utility values remains almost constant, but, however, there is a
decreasing in absolute values. Here again the agents with fairness consideration
present the least average utility level. On the other hand, in thus case, the agents
with social welfare preference have lower utility values than the case discussed
in the previous paragraph.

For w = 0.9, the average offer level increases as ma is also increased, excep-
tionally for the agents with social welfare preference, whose offer levels remains
almost constant and lower than the other social preference forms. In relation to
the analysis of the average reserve levels, observe that the behaviors are analo-
gous to the case discussed in the previous paragraph. However, the reserve level
of the agents with the social welfare preference is adjusted so that it achieves
too higher levels, in comparison with the other social preferences. The behavior
of the average utility values are analogous to the case discussed in the previous
paragraph, but, however, it is observed a decreasing in its levels, specially for
the agents with the social welfare preference.

Concerning the offer levels, the behavior observed may be caused by the
generalized (and also restrictive) increasing of the agents’ reserve levels, influ-
encing directly in the number of the non successfully performed exchange steps,
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Offer, reserve and utility behaviour with ma = {0.2− 0.5} and w = 0.5

and, therefore, decreasing the agents’ utilities. The evolution of the strategies
overcame those recession factors of the environment with the increasing of the
agents’ offers. The agents with social welfare preference presented the lower offer
values and this evident as the value of w increases. Probably, when increasing the
importance of the payoff of the community in a recession environment (with non
successful exchanges), the agents with social welfare preference becomes more
conservative (or not so audacious) in their offer levels.

Considering the behavior of the reserve levels, the agents with fairness con-
sideration always approaches their offer levels to their minimum reserve level de-
fined by the parameter ma. The rational agents always present the lower reserve
levels because they have the interest in increasing the success in the exchanges
in order to increase their utility. The agents with the social welfare preference
always present the reserve levels almost constant, readjusted as the increasing
of the value of w, presenting the same conservative behavior.

The behavior of the utility is almost uniform, considering the increasing of
the values ma and w. In absolute values, the utility reaches lower levels when
w increases. The utility of the agent with social welfare preference, when w in-
creases, tend to lower levels, in comparison with the other social preferences.
This is because the importance of the utility of the other agents increases, de-
creasing the satisfaction of such kind of agent, represented in its utility function.
When the value of ma increases, the reserve levels also increase, and, therefore,
the number of successful exchanges decreases, and also do the agents’ payoffs.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 6. Offer, reserve and utility behaviour with ma = {0.2− 0.5} and w = 0.9

Comparison between the results of the two scenarios. In general context,
noting the results of different strategies of social preferences of agents is possible
to conclude that the two scenarios have identical behaviors. However, the results
of the variables are different. This means that, depending on the values of the
parameters w and ma, the difference between these variables shown in each of
the sets can have larger numerical differences.

Considering the case where w = 0.2 and ma = 0.2 (Figure 7), the population
of the second scenario shows a smaller level of offer and reserve but has the best
utilities, regardless of the social preference of the population. However, for other
values of w and ma the two scenarios show similar results numerically.

Basically, the second scenario allowed us to understand that the adoption of
political influence led to higher absolute values of agents’ utility. However, the
default behavior of each social preference remained independent of the propaga-
tion of an optimal offer and reserve policies given an agent specific preference.

6 Conclusion

This paper presented an evolutionary and spatial approach of the Ultimatum
Game interpreted as Game of Social Exchange Process, where the agents in a
Small World Network evolve their exchange strategies considering their possi-
bly different social preferences. We analyzed the possibility of the emergence
of the equilibrium/fairness behavior when the agents, trying to maximize their
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Fig. 7. Example of comparison between scenarios 1 and 2 with w = 0.2 and ma = 0.2

social preference-based utility functions, maximize the number of successful in-
teractions. We consider that this is first step to describe a initial model for the
self-regulation of social exchanges in MAS.

We considered a incomplete information game, since the agents do not have
information about the other agents’ exchange strategies, using a genetic algo-
rithm for the strategy learning process. However, we also analyzed a second type
of scenario, considering an influence politic, when the average of the offer and
reserve values of all agents adopting the same social preference form becomes
public in a single simulation step, and the agents of the same network, been in-
fluenced by that, imitate those values. At the same time, the network topology
is modified, representing some kind of mobility, in order to analyze if the results
are dependent on the neighborhood.

Using these two scenarios we could understand that the adoption of political
influence promoted higher absolute values of agents’ utility despite of the default
behavior of each social preference remained independent of the propagation of
an optimal offer and reserve policies.

By considering an evolutionary game approach in this initial study, it will
be possible to analyze, in future works, the influence of behavioral aspects, de-
termined by moral and/or social rules, in the emergence of equilibrated ex-
changes [39].
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